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A forum about lowering the
bar-entry age to 19.
Story on Page 3

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

October 20, 1998
Sports

Keeping the
streak alive
The volleyball team tries to
continue its winning ways with
a home match against SIU.
Story on Page 12

Tuition up
3 percent
fall 1999
$7.2 million resource level
still leaves university
underfunded, says Olsen
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor

Eastern’s Board of Trustees Monday approved a 3
percent tuition increase and eight fee increases totaling
$34.95.
“It is essential the amount of money (the university)
receives is a good deal higher,” said Eastern President
David Jorns. “We are the only school in the state where
students and administration worked together (and came
to an agreement).”
Liz Halbert, student vice president for public affairs,
said the Student Student is very supportive of the
increases.
“It’s not very often that you find a compromise
pleasing to the students and
the university,” she said.
Board of Trustees
Morgan Olsen, vice presiThe BOT OKs $93,000
dent for business affairs, said
to convert the Gregg
certain issues were taken into
Triad dining service to
consideration when the
a 24-hour computer lab.
increases were proposed and
Page 5 these were education quality,
Vice president for student accordability and accessibiliaffairs tells the BOT
ty.
of $1.6 million athletics
On a statewide basis,
fund-raiser in the works . Eastern, with just under
Page 12 $6,000 total state generated
revenue and income funds,
has the lowest resource level among comparable universities, he said.
“Eastern would have $12.8 million more if (the
level) was raised to the next lowest (resource level),” he
said.
Even when considering the admission, types of students and types of programs, it is still obvious Eastern
is still “relatively underfunded” with a resource level of
$7.2 million, he said.
Olsen also compared statewide tuition and fee
benchmarks of other comparable universities from
1994 to 1998 and Eastern’s tuition and fees are among
the lowest in the state.
The average statewide tuition and fee rates from last

Todd Musso / Staff photographer

Fatal attraction
Laura Topor, a senior health studies major; Maria Sheets, a senior spanish major; and Vanessa Sneed, a senior speech communication major,
are working for PEACE for the fatal vision obstacle course Monday afternoon. The drunk goggles give the illusion of a person being drunk.
The activity was held as part of National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week.

See TUITION Page 2

Pem Hall resolution gets support
Pemberton residents and honors students give it thumbs up
By Joe Sanner
Student government editor

Honors students and Pemberton Hall
residents have agreed to accept a Student
Senate recommendation, which asks that
if Pemberton is to become a co-ed honors
dorm in the future, residents and adminis-

tration make that decision together.
The Association of Honors Students
approved the recommendation by secret
ballot with little opposition Thursday.
“I attended their meeting on Thursday
and they were all really well versed on
this,” said Bill Gruen, housing committee
chair and one of three authors of the rec-

ommendation. “They suggested a few
words to change that we didn’t want to
have changed, but a majority of the people there were for it.”
The resolution asks that:
■ if Pemberton becomes an honors residence
See PEM Page 2

Boulay to provide medical records to state’s attorney
By Nicole Meinheit
City editor

Justin Boulay
will turn over
medical
records

A Circuit Court judge ordered the former Eastern student accused of murdering his ex-girlfriend Monday to provide
medical records at next week’s status
hearing.
Justin “Jay” Boulay, 20, of St.
Charles was ordered to appear in court
Monday to provide Steve Ferguson,
Coles County state’s attorney, with his
medical records for the prosecution’s

psychologist.
“Obviously we are trying to get the
records as soon as possible,” Ferguson
said.
Boulay is charged with the strangulation murder of his 18-year-old former
girlfriend, Andrea Will of Batavia. Miss
Will’s body was found in Boulay’s apartment near Eastern’s campus on Feb. 3.
Lonnie Lutz, public defender representing Boulay, had turned over the
report from Boulay’s forensic psychologist to Ferguson and the report indicated

Boulay’s forensic psychologist had seen
Boulay’s medical records or received an
oral medical history, Ferguson said.
Lutz told Judge Ashton Waller he did
not have Boulay’s medical records and
would be in touch with Boulay and his
family to make arrangements for them to
bring his medical records to Boulay’s
appointment Monday.
“I don’t think it will be too luminous,”
Lutz said.
At Boulay’s Aug. 24 hearing, Lutz
requested Boulay’s jury trial be delayed

until Dec. 8 so Boulay had time to meet
with his forensic psychologist. Boulay
had began treatment with another psychologist, who was in the process of getting his license revoked.
At that time, Ferguson requested a
copy of Boulay’s psychologist’s findings
and that Boulay see a psychologist chosen by the prosecution. Waller granted
the request and told Ferguson to have the
examinations initiated by Oct. 25.
See BOULAY Page 2
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No one in custody in U of I shooting
CHAMPAIGN (AP) – It was
homecoming weekend at the
University of Illinois, and the party
at the fraternity house was packed.
Students were dancing, the music
was booming, and even if the celebration was stretching into the wee
hours of Sunday morning, money
from the party was going to charity.
Then the fire alarm went off. A
scuffle ensued near a door. Shots
were fired. And engineering student
Kevin L.S. Andrew Moore, 22, lay
fatally wounded on the floor of the
Omega Delta house.
Police will not say whether they
have a suspect in the case but no

one was in custody Monday,
according to Champaign police Sgt.
Troy Daniels. He also would not
say whether police believe Moore
was an innocent bystander or was
somehow involved in the fight,
which happened about 2:30 a.m.
Gabriel Gonzalez, an alumni of
the fraternity who was present at
the party, said Monday he believed
Moore was hit by a stray bullet
from a shooter angry that he was
denied entrance to the event.
The shooter did not have the
required university identification and
also violated the event’s dress code,
which required collared shirts and no

athletic shoes for men, Gonzalez said.
The fraternity charged admission at the door, with part of the
proceeds going to a local Boys and
Girls Club. The fraternity had held
recent events for hurricane victims
in Puerto Rico and Habitat for
Humanity, he said.
“We never thought it would turn
out like this. You can’t control other
people’s actions, but this was the
last thing I thought would happen,”
Gonzalez said.
Also wounded in the shooting
was student Jocelya Clay, 20, who
was treated and released from a hospital after being grazed by a bullet.

Tuition

Financial aid is another factor in
the tuition and fee increase and
Olsen said 75 percent of Eastern
students received some sort of
financial aid in 1996, the latest
available data. Availability of financial aid also increased by 125.3 percent since 1990.
The tuition will increase each
semester as follows:
■ $33 for an Illinois resident undergraduate for a total of $1,127,
■ $99 for a non-resident undergraduate student for a total of $3,381,
■ $35 for an Illinois resident graduate student for a total of $1,188,
■ and $105 for a non-resident graduate student for a total of $3,564.
In addition to the tuition
increase for the 1999-2000 school
year, students will pay tuition-bythe hour, and it will be phased in
beginning with freshmen in the fall
semester 1999. Beginning fall
2000, all freshmen and sophomores
will be charged tuition by the hour.
Freshmen, sophomores and juniors
will pay tuition by the hour beginning in the fall 2001 and all students will be charged by the hour in
fall 2002.
The increase and tuition-by-thehour proposal were approved by the
Student Senate on Sept. 30.
The increases for student fees
include: a $5 increase of the activi-

ty fee, $6 for the athletic fee, $3 for
computer technology, $8.75 for the
grant-in-aid, $3.70 for health service, $3 for the pharmacy, $3 for
textbook rental and $2.50 for the
new shuttle bus system.
The total fees for undergraduate
students would be $556.75 and
$557.75 for graduate students with
the $1 graduate student fee. The
shuttle bus fee will be effective in
the spring.
Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, said the university
would rather gradually increase the
tuition than implement it at once.
“It is easier to charge ... at once,
but I want to try and keep (the
increase) reasonable and gradual,”
he said.
BOT member Betsy Mitchell
said the board needs to be looking
at the big picture.
“(The increases) could be pricing some students out of education,” she said. “The point is to look
at the future of fees and really be
looking at what way we want to go
as a university.”
Jorns said the increase proposal
is a “good deal” and the revenue
must come from students because
Eastern does not receive Illinois
State Assistance (ISA). Eastern’s
tuition is not high enough to receive
the assistance, he said.

Pemberton if it becomes an honors
hall, removing the words “for the
time being” from the recommendation.
He also said he would like for
the recommendation to read “if
Pemberton becomes an established
women’s honors hall,” rather than
“when and if” it becomes a
women’s honors hall.
Senate members Amanda Furlan
and Michele Gillette also authored
the resolution.
“We’re all three against these
proposals of word changes in the
proposal,” Gruen said.
“AHS was well aware of the
option they had to say ‘we don’t
approve of the resolution; this is
how we want it changed,’ but they
didn’t.”
Gruen said it is important that
the wording of the recommendation
not be changed. He said removing
the words “for the time being”
could slow future decisions regarding Pemberton Hall.
Gruen said he has gotten a positive reaction toward the recommen-

dation from the Pemberton Hall
Council.
He said Council President Jamie
Brown and other council representatives aided in writing the resolution.
“They don’t really have any
problems with women honors students moving in,” Gruen said. “As
long as they are women.”
Gruen said he is confident the
recommendation will be approved
at Wednesday’s senate meeting.
“I feel pretty confident that
we’re going to be able to vote on it
and have it approved,” he said.
“That’s just from me talking to
other senators and doing a little bit
of lobbying and seeing what they
think.”
Gruen said it is very possible
Pemberton Hall could become a coed honors dorm in the future.
“I believe, in my opinion, it’s
likely it will happen and maybe it
should happen,” he said. “We’re
worried about them being able to
make the decision about men moving into their hall.”
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from Page 1
year was $3,817 and Eastern’s average was $2,934. The textbook rental
fee was not included in Eastern’ s
total because most of the other public universities require students to
buy their textbooks, he said.
Another reason for the increase
is because state funding is “modest,” he said.
Thirty-five percent of Eastern’s
operating budget is derived from
income funds, which is revenue
generated from student fees and
tuition, Olsen said. Sixty-five percent of the budget is derived from
state and general revenue appropriations.
From 1990 to 1997, tuition and
fees have been on an increase and
Olsen said this has become a
statewide trend.
“It’s been a trend that tuition and
fees have had to make up for the
slow growth of state generated revenue funds,” he said.
Eastern’s tuition and fees have
increased by 38.3 percent, room
and board has increased by 35.8
percent and funds from state generated revenue has increased 14.4
percent, he said.

Pem
from Page 1
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hall, McKinney and Ford Halls
should continue to be honors residence halls.
■ for the time being, only women
honors students will move into
Pemberton if it should become an
honors hall.
■ no student be moved from their
current residence hall.
■ when and if Pemberton becomes
a women’s honors hall, the residents and administration make the
decision whether to make it co-ed
together.
■ the residents and administration
take into consideration the historical significance, tradition of
Pemberton Hall and the importance
of exclusively female residence
halls.
Honor society member Adam
Weyhaupt said he wanted the recommendation to say that only
women students move into

Two plead guilty
in racial beating
of 13-year-old
CHICAGO (AP) – Two white
men avoided prison time Monday in
the brutal beating of a 13-year-old
black boy by pleading guilty to
reduced charges, receiving sentences
of probation and community service.
“Everyone charged in this case
has been held responsible and
found guilty,’’ said Cook County
State’s Attorney Dick Devine.
“None of this has been easy,’’ he
said. Victor Jasas, 18, and Michael
Kwidzinski, 21, were charged with
beating Lenard Clark on March 21,
1997, after he rode his bike into the
predominantly white Bridgeport
neighborhood.
A third man, Frank Caruso Jr.,
19, who authorities said did most of
the beating, was convicted Sept. 18
of aggravated battery and a hate
crime, and was sentenced to eight
years in prison. The three were
accused of knocking Lenard from
his bicycle, then kicking and pummeling him until he was unconscious. He suffered brain damage in
the attack.
Prosecutors’ case against Jasas
and Kwidzinski was hampered by
the killing of one witness in an
apparent robbery attempt and the
disappearance of a second witness
believed to be the only person who

Correction
An article in Monday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News incorrectly
reported that Thomas and Andrews
halls tied for first in the residence hall
flatbed division in the Homecoming
parade float competition. Thomas
and Andrews worked together on a
single float, which alone won first
place in the competition.
Also in Monday’s edition, the
News misidentified the Delta
Sigma Pi business fraternity as the
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity.
The News regrets the errors.

Boulay
from Page 1
Ferguson reported Monday that
he had arranged for a Charleston
psychologist to see Boulay
Monday and a psychologist in
Springfield to see Boulay on Nov.
19.
Ferguson was also in the
process of arranging a consultation
with a third psychologist, but had
not been able to make phone contact with him, Ferguson said.
Lutz requested Ferguson send
him a memo with the dates of the
consultations and Waller requested
he receive a copy of all the memos
and the psychologist’s findings.
“I want to keep abreast of what
is going on,” Waller said.
Waller said the psychologist’s
findings would be kept sealed.
Boulay was not present in court
Monday, and family and friends of
Miss Will filled half of the courtroom.
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City Council to begin talks
on lowering bar-entry age
By Laura Irvine
Staff editor

The Charleston City Council Tuesday
will begin formal discussion of whether to
lower Charleston’s legal bar-entry age.
The discussion regarding the bar-entry
age was originally scheduled for Oct. 6,
but Mayor Dan Cougill, who also serves
as liquor commissioner, postponed the
discussion until after he heard the hearings
for three bars cited for alcohol violations
during the bar compliance audits on Sept.
25 and 26.
The hearing for the three bars, Ike’s,
409 Lincoln Ave.; Stu’s, 1405 Fourth St.;
and Marty’s, 1666 Fourth St.; were scheduled for Oct. 16 but all three bars requested a continuance, delaying the hearing
until Nov. 13. All three establishments
were cited for having minors frequenting
their premises and sale of alcohol to
minors.
The council will meet twice before
Cougill presides over the hearings.
“That’s just kicking it way down the
road,” Cougill said.

Cougill said he will discuss the issue
after other items on the agenda are discussed.
The issue will be open for discussion
by both council members and Charleston
residents.
Student Body President Steve Zielinski
has been discussing the idea with Cougill
for several weeks and is expected to discuss the bar-entry age at the meeting,
Cougill said.
The council also will vote on a zoning
ordinance for Kirby Johnson, owner of
Positively Fourth Street Records, allowing
for a 650 square foot addition to the west
side of the building.
Johnson requested a zoning variance at
the Oct. 6 meeting and the ordinance was
placed on public display for two weeks.
Other items on the agenda that will
be voted on at the meeting include 11
tax increment financing (TIF) grants
and loans, one zoning ordinance and
two raffle permits.
Eleven buildings in the TIF district are
waiting approval for money for various
repairs at their businesses.

Cougill said the TIF district, which
includes the Square and one block outside
of the Square, include businesses that give
a percent of their sales tax to the TIF district. The TIF district then uses that money
to make repairs around the businesses.
Usually the businesses receive half the
money from a TIF grant and get the other
half through a low-interest loan, Cougill
said.
Some of the repairs that will be made
around the Square include parking lot
repairs, awnings, panting, new windows
and exterior lighting.
Businesses in the TIF district whose
owners received grants for improvement
include: Mike & Stan’s, 504 Monroe Ave.;
Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren Ave.; A
leather repair shop at 610 Seventh St.; the
Uptowner, 623 Monroe Ave.; Miller
Automotive, 611 Madison Ave.; P’s and
Q’s, 516 Sixth St.; a cleaning business
owned by Ken and Sandy Smallhorn at
1019 Madison Ave.; Lincoln Book Store,
718 Monroe Ave.; a sewing shop owned
by Nancy Arwine at 618 Jackson Ave.;
and Twice as Nice, 618 Jackson Ave.

Todd Musso / staff photographer

Next generation
Sandy Cox of the Counseling Center presented a workshop called the “Generation Gap” Monday night. Cox
talked about the difference in our parents’ errors compared to our generation’s errors.

Zielinski: Student votes needed to lower bar-entry age
By Christy Kilgore
Staff writer

A panel of four people Monday informally discussed the pros, cons and barriers to
lowering Charleston’s bar-entry age.
The panel, which was held in Lumpkin
Hall, consisted of Student Body President
Steve Zielinski, Keith Kohanzo student judicial
officer, Lt. Chris Stone from the University
Police Department and French Fraker, associate professor from the counseling and student
development department, gave representation
to conflicting views on the issue.
Zielinski discussed the responsibility students have to get their voice heard if they
want change.
“There’s probably 3,000 people in this
town who don’t want (the bar-entry age lowered), and they vote,” Zielinski said. He cited
poor turnouts for voter registration and lack
of interest in meetings as some of the reasons
the Charleston City Council would not take
Eastern’s requests to lower the age seriously.
“You need to foster some kind of school
spirit,” he said.
Zielinski also said Eastern’s government
leaders do not have the political power to
change anything without student voters,
either for or against lower the bar-entry age.

Whether or not 19- and 20-year-old students would be responsible drinkers was
another issue discussed.
“I think you have to acknowledge that the
bar-entry age is the drinking age,” Kohanzo
said.
Kohanzo said statistics show the older
people get, the less likely they are to binge
drink.
Fraker also expressed his views on smart
drinking.
“It becomes the responsibility of students
to police each other,“ he said.
Fraker said it takes a while to learn how to
drink socially, meaning not getting “stupid
drunk,” and younger students may not have
those skills.
One possible plan to curb binge drinking,
called social marketing, is to publicize that
binge drinking is not the norm, Kohanzo said.
He said this has been used effectively at
Northern Illinois University. Many times people only talk about people who get very
drunk and it is perceived as more common
than it actually is.
Stone, who showed general opposition to
lowering the bar-entry age, said that in 1994,
when the bar-entry age was 19, the University
Police Department handled 189 property damage complaints totaling about $29,000, and in

Todd Musso / staff photographer
Keith Kohanzo, student judicial hearing officer; French Fraker of the Counseling and Student
Development Department; and Lt. Chris Stone of University Police Department spoke about the pros and
cons of lowering the bar entry age to 19 at the Bar Age Panel Discussion Monday night in Lumpkin Hall.
1997, after the bar-entry age had been raised to
21, only 67 property damage complaints were
handled totaling about $9,000. “Part of it is a
responsibility issue,” Stone said.

The event was held in conjunction with
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
to educate people on how to live healthier
lifestyles.
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UB given
a fresh start

T

he reasoning behind the recent resignation
of the University Board Chair is still
unknown. But what is clear is that with
change can come positive things.
Jennifer Brdlik, whose resignation is official
today, has served as chair since March, when former
UB Chair Tom Ryan stepped down early to ease
Brdlik’s transition.
Brdlik was thrown into the fire with a looming
concert deficit from the previous Aretha Franklin
and Doobie Brothers concerts. And the more than
$18,000 loss incurred from the Carrot Top concert
didn’t help matters either.
But the only reason
known
thus far for
UB chair resignation
Brdlik’s stepping down
With the resignation of Jennifer
is for “personal circumBrdlik, former UB chair, the
stances that would not
board should see this as a fresh
start. Now is its chance to do
allow her to fulfill her
things right, without money loss.
duties” as stated in her
letter of resignation during last week’s Student Senate meeting.
Vice Chair Jerry Wilson assumes the position of
chair and Tracy Bentson, the UB Homecoming
coordinator, takes over as vice chair.
Bentson said she hopes that under the direction of
herself and Wilson “we’ll be able to direct the board
to get better programming for students” and that
“hopefully the board will work better as a whole.”
This is exactly what the UB’s focus should be –
not why Brdlick chose to resign or the fact that she
did.
Better programming and entertainment, working
together cohesively for the students: These are the
goals the UB needs to achieve.
The role of the UB is to provide entertainment
programming – concerts, comedians, lectures – for
students. One of the bazillion student fees paid each
semester goes toward funding their programming.
Bill Cosby, who will perform during Family
Weekend, can help give the UB a push into the right
direction.
And a new chair and vice chair will also help provide the UB with a fresh start, an opportunity to provide quality entertainment and stop the downward
spiraling of its past programming.
■ The

editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

Look with favor upon a bold beginning.
Virgil (Publius Vergilius Maro),
Roman poet, 70-19 b.c.

”

he man who pleaded
guilty to beating an
Eastern wrestler plea
bargained Oct. 8 and
was let off easy for the charges
he confessed to.
Just to get the alleged criminal
to plead guilty, the State’s
Heather Cygan
Attorney Office bargained an
Editorial page editor
exemption of two counts of battery and two charges of narcotics,
all unrelated to the beating charge.
Arthur Dixon, 23, of Mattoon,
was only charged with a Class 2 felony for the beating he
took part in with a group of at least three suspects of Paul
Lechtenberg, a junior physical education major.
This alleged criminal was let off comparably scott free
compared to the penalties he could have faced if found guilty
of all of these charges.
Not only were the drug charges dropped, but they were
from a different case committed after he allegedly beat
Lechtenberg in the head with a tire iron.
The first count of narcotics charges was for the possession
of cannabis with the intent to deliver in the amount of 30 to
500 grams. This is a Class 3 felony with a special sentencing
provision and maximum fine of $50,000.
The second count of narcotics charges was for criminal
drug conspiracy with intent to commit offense of delivery of a
controlled substance in the amount of 1 to 15 grams of
cocaine. This is a Class 1 felony with a maximum fine of
$250,000.
Included in the second count was a charge with delivery
of a controlled substance delivered between 1 to 15 grams of
cocaine. This charge is a Class 1 felony as well and is a maximum fine of $250,000.
Dixon could have faced up to $550,000 in fines for this
one case alone. How valuable is a guilty plea, one begins to
ponder? Can the attempt at taking one’s life be priced?
As a provision of the plea bargain, Dixon must now only
pay all court fees and Lechtenberg’s insurance bills, which

may be an equal swap, but Dixon
is still to go to his sentencing
hearing on Nov. 23. The maximum fines and sentences should
have been sought and served if
“Does justice
the accused is guilty.
Not only were the two cases
truly prevail?”
separate, but there is a long time
span between the two offenses.
Lechtenberg was beaten Feb. 20
outside of Mother’s Bar, 506
Monroe Ave., and the alleged
narcotics cases occurred in April.
When an individual gets two court cases against him, he
should not be let off for something he may have committed when
the other case has nothing at all to do with the pending case.
In fact, this raises an interesting question: Can people get
away with a bigger crime if they commit lesser crimes afterward? Does the lesser crime then look so menial the case can
be dismissed?
This man should have been tried by a jury for both cases. I
do realize that he waived his right to a trial by jury, but he
would have pleaded not guilty if the State’s Attorney’s Office
hadn’t bribed him with such fruitful options.
Let’s think for a minute about the situation if it happened
to you. Yeah, you. If you were still under going rehabilitation
for injuries inflicted by people who beat you in the head
repeatedly with a tire iron, would you feel they got what they
deserved? I don’t think the alleged criminal could serve a sentence comparable to one’s physical abilities needing rehabilitation with only the hope of recovery.
Not only did this one case result in this outcome, but many
do each and every day. People need to pay attention to our
court system and observe its sense of justice. Does justice
truly prevail? This instance shows no one can be completely
sure.
■

Heather Cygan is a freshman journalism major and a biweekly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cuhlc2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

‘Sexism’ is a stressed
part of Pem Hall debate

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

This letter concerns the current controversy surrounding Pemberton Hall.
While I am certain that there are many
factors to consider, it seems that the allfemale tradition has become the focus
of this debate.
Would it be “sexism” or “tradition”
if an all-male group excluded women
based solely on the premise that “it has
always been this way?” Though some
traditions should be preserved, one that
blatantly discriminates against an individual based on gender (male or
female) is not worth saving. A recent
letter in support of “tradition” asked:
“What if your daughter was some day
lucky enough to attend Eastern and live
in Pemberton Hall?” However, the individual who wrote the letter refused to
address the fact that our sons wouldn’t
have an equal opportunity to live there.
Realistically, this tradition probably
was established 90 years ago by a predominately male administration to shel-

ter the virtues of their daughters whom
society deemed too fragile to pursue
careers beyond teaching. I sincerely
doubt that their intention was to
strengthen the bonds between women.
Do we really want to pay tribute to that
ideology? If the women of Pemberton
Hall find it necessary to be part of a
“sisterhood,” I suggest joining a private
club, not a state-subsidized dormitory.
Keep in mind that both women and
men pay taxes and tuition.
When students leave this university,
hopefully they will have learned how to
appreciate and accept differences
between people. This is one of the most
valuable life skills that could be
obtained in college. Therefore, compartmentalizing students based on their similarities (gender, race, religion, etc.)
would not be in this university’s best
interest. I am not suggesting that making Pemberton Hall into an honors

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cuceb@pen.eiu.edu

dorm is necessarily the best alternative.
However, the administration should
base their decision on factors other than
the all-female tradition. Equal rights
based on gender should not exclusively
apply to the women on this campus.

Chastity Hutson
senior botany major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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BOT funding to make Triad computer lab
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor

The Board of Trustees Monday
approved a $93,000 request to fund
operation and maintenance costs
for the conversion of the Gregg
Triad dinning service to a 24-hour
student computer lab.
The Gregg Triad dining service
was closed this summer after a
study of Eastern’s residence hall
dining facilities was completed.
The funding for the project must
be included in the fiscal year 2000
budget request, which had to be
modified during the meeting.
Morgan Olsen, vice president
for business affairs, said there were
two potential ways to modify the
budget to include the funding: operating and maintenance of the Gregg
Triad and the amount of money the
project might increase by.
The space is revenue-bond-supported and will be maintained with
state funds, a press release said.
Costs would include maintenance,
janitorial and utilities.
Also at the meeting, Registrar
Michael Taylor was approved for
administrative leave at full salary
for July 1, 1999 through Dec. 31,
1999.
Taylor has been employed at the

university since September of 1966,
said Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs.
Taylor’s retirement is effective
Jan. 1, 2000.
The board also approved a revision of the trustee administrative
rules that brings it in line with the
recently enacted legislation giving
the student member of the BOT a
vote.
The administrative rules read:
“Until July 1, 2001, the student
member has the right to vote on all
board matters except those involving faculty tenure, faculty promotion or any issue on which the student member has a direct conflict of
interest.”
As of July 1, 2001, the student
member of the board shall be a nonvoting member, the rules said.
Liz Halbert, the student representative on BOT and student vice
president for public affairs, said she
voted on the tuition and fee increase
because she is a representative of
the student body.
“Student Government worked
hard (on the agreement with administration) and it is not a conflict of
interest,” she said.
BOT Vice Chair Carl Koerner
said he would like to see more students voting.

The Plumbers and Steamfitters
Local 149 Contract and Wage
Agreement also was presented by
addendum at the meeting.
The 24 employees will receive a
3 percent salary increase effective
June 12. Bargaining unit employees
will receive another 3 percent
increase effective June 12, 1999.
The agreement was reached on
Oct. 13, 1998 and is effective from
June 12 through June 11, 2000 and
will provide an evening shift that
will reduce overtime costs by
$18,000 per contract year.
Hencken also presented a report
regarding student enrollment at
Eastern.
Last year the university had to
close admissions and said the
enrollment for the next year was
going to have to be cut back by 150
to 200 students, but Hencken said
the university could only cut back
by 41 students.
“We continue to have large numbers of students wanting to come
here,” he said.
He also said the number one
goal is for students to graduate.
“(The graduation rate) jumped
to 70 percent,” he said. “This
speaks very well for faculty and
staff at Eastern Illinois University.
This is why it jumped up.”

Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Student Body President Steve Zielinski addresses the Board of Trustees Monday
in the Union Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. He talked
about the 82 percent student approval rating of the Student Senate.

Food court contract among those approved
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor

Nine purchase approvals totaling
more than $100,000 each were
approved Monday by Eastern’s
Board of Trustees.
Contracts related to several oncampus improvement projects
include: $450,000 to Burnidge
Cassell Associates of Elgin to design
Eastern’s food court; $372,000 to A.

Epstein and Sons of Chicago to
design the building expansion of the
clinical services building; $248,200
to Grunloh Construction of
Effingham to construct the commemorative plaza; and $126,240 to
BLDD Architects of Decatur to
design the renovation/expansion of
O’Brien Stadium.
BOT member Mack Hollowell
questioned how the university was
going to fund the contract for the

commemorative plaza using local
funds as the source and Eastern
President David Jorns said the university has managed to build a
reserve fund for the project.
Jorns said two additional areas
exist where funds can be taken from
which are the university service fee
and there is some money left over
from the campus beautification fee
from last year.
The project was originally sup-

posed to cost $150,000 but the contractors’ bids increased, he said.
Other contracts approved include:
■ $265,000 to SEGA, Inc. of
Overland Park, Kan. to rehabilitate
steam plant coal-burning capabilities
design services,
■ $263,000 to DCI Inc. of Peoria to
upgrade building automation systems,
■ $277,500 to Elert and Associates
of Minneapolis to contract the

change order for university housing
networking design services (the contract cost of $201,120 was approved
by the BOT on July 20 and the
change order is $76,380),
■ $150,000 to A and R Mechanical
of Urbana to rehabilitate the Physical
Science Building cooling tower,
■ and $1.125 million to R.K. Dixon
Co. of Davenport, Iowa to extend the
prime copier vendor contract for an
additional three years.
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Eastern to name president by Dec. 10
Search committee to narrow list of 43 applicants down to three by December
Eastern’s presidential search
committee Monday reviewed 43
resumes from applicants in search
of the university’s next president.
“We are still hoping to have a
new president named by Dec. 9 or
10. If there is a delay in bringing the
finalists to campus for interviews,
then we will conclude our search
activities after the Christmas break
so the campus community can be
included in on-campus interviews
and the public announcement of
Eastern’s new president,” Tom
Johnson, member of Eastern’s

Board of Trustees and chair of the
search committee, said in a press
release.
Heidrick and Struggles, the
Washington-based executive search
firm hired to aid an 11-member
campus search committee in finding Eastern’s next president, is continuing to search for applicants, a
press release said.
All applicants being considered
have earned doctoral degrees; both
classroom and senior-level administrative experience; a proven track
record in leadership, management

and resource development; and
recent experience in a dynamic
institution in which positive,
demonstrable change is evident,
Johnson said in a press release.
Three finalists will be invited for
on-campus interviews tentatively
scheduled for Dec. 1 through 7 after
the off-campus interviews are completed.
Johnson said the president’s
responsibilities will include developing and directing long-range
planning for the university; leading
fund raising efforts; representing

the university; balancing and
strengthening internal and external
relations; building positive public
perceptions of the university to
expand the fund raising base and
improve enrollment management;
and increasing campus diversity at
all levels.
Eastern President David Jorns
plans to retire June 31, 1999, but
has said he will step down if a
new president assumes the office
early.
■

Staff report

Scholarship to honor hate-crime victim
Magazine publisher will donate $10,000
annually in name of slain Wyoming student
By Amy Thon
Campus editor

A $10,000 scholarship will be
dedicated in honor of a University
of Wyoming student, who was the
victim of a hate crime last week.
Out Publishing Inc., publisher of
OUT and HIV PLUS magazine,
donated the base money of $10,000
for the scholarship.
The 21-year-old student, Matthew
Shepard, was beaten, tortured and left
to die the night of Oct. 7 outside
Laramie, Wyo., and died the next day
in a Colorado hospital.
“The reason Out Publications
decided to create the scholarship
was mainly because we thought it

was our responsibility to invest in
future generations of gays and lesbians and to remember Matthew’s
life and what happened to him,” said
Al Rojas, public relations manager.
He said it is the obligation of the
company to continue fighting for
the basic human rights gays and lesbians are often denied.
“Early in his all-too-short life,
Matthew showed the courage to
come out, and his death showed
that in America, as in the rest of the
world, simply being open about
your sexuality can be enough to
make someone hate you,” said Out
Editor in Chief James Collard in a
press release.
“The pursuit of happiness is

America’s unique promise, surely,
and yet because of precisely this
hate, Matthew was denied that. The
fund is a way to invest in all of our
futures, while still remembering his
life and loss and the continuing
struggle for gay rights.”
The scholarship funding will
begin at $10,000 and will be distributed annually beginning next fall.
Rojas said the company is seeking
more donations to the fund and the
interest will also increase the fund.
“It might grow through the
years,” Rojas said.
Other members of the gay and
straight community will be
approached for donations along with
advertisers of the magazine, he said.
“All the friends of the magazine
(will be approached), everyone from
Calvin Klein to Absolut Vodka,”
Rojas said. “We are very confident
they will come and support us.”

“

The fund is a way to invest
in all of our futures, while
still remembering his life
and loss and the continuing
struggle for gay rights.
James Collard,
editor in chief
of OUT magazine

”

A panel of gay and lesbian leaders will be formed to create the criteria for the scholarship winner.
Rojas said OUT magazine is in the
process of forming the panel.
“As a magazine we want to give
this power to the panel,” he said.
Anyone looking for additional
information can contact Rojas at:
outrojas@aol.com.
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Program offers
alternatives
to drinking
Lalanobooza competition part
of Alcohol Awareness Week
By Mike SanFilippo
Staff writer

Todd Musso / staff photographer

Red Ribbon Day
Donna Lewandowski, a junior elementary education major; Melissa Latham, a junior elementary education major, and Carol Eifler, a sophomore elementary education major, were at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Walkway Monday afternoon working for the Delta
Sigma Theta Red Ribbon Handout. The ribbons are for breast cancer awareness.

Three men found
shot to death
in Atlanta hotel
ATLANTA (AP) – Three men were
found shot to death, execution-style,
early Sunday in a room at an upscale
downtown hotel.
A maid discovered the bodies in a
room on the 24th floor of the Atlanta
Hilton & Towers, said C.B. Jackson,
deputy police chief. The victims had
been forced to the floor and shot in the
head – probably at pointblank range,
he said.
“The evidence on the scene appears
to show that it was an execution-style
event,’’ said police Maj. Mickey
Lloyd. “We’re looking at narcotics as
a possible motive, but we’re not closing the door on anything at this point.’’
Authorities had not verified names
of the victims. Lloyd said the three
dead men were not thought to be college students or tourists.

Workshops offer alcohol
dependency prevention
By Shane Patterson
Staff writer

Alcoholism awareness, leadership skills
and prevention theater training will be the
topics of workshops Wednesday during
Prevention Day.
“Anchor Your Leadership With Prevention” will be presented from 8 a.m. to 1:45
p.m. Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The day will begin with registration, prevention exhibits and a continental breakfast,
followed by a keynote speech by Michael
Bruni of Chicago Heights.
Kerisa Salyers, prevention specialist with
the East Central Alcoholism and Drug
Council (CEAD), said participants in the
event can then choose between four daylong sessions, each consisting of workshops
and informational exhibits directed toward
youth and “those committed to promoting

wellness.”
Glenn Richardson, a private consultant
and trainer on alcohol and drug dependency,
will be hosting the workshops “What is
Addiction?!” and “What Leaders Need to
Know,” which are designed to increase
understanding of youth leaders, and to show
how they can be used as resources for their
own peers.
Other presentations include “Prevention
Theater Training” by Vicki Norton and the
Martinsville High School Prevention
Theater team, who will demonstrate how to
start a prevention group and the methods
used to design skits.
The day-long workshop is sponsored by
CEAD in cooperation with Superintendent
Delbert Maroon’s Regional Offices for prevention day.
The cost to attend the workshop is $30,
which covers the continental breakfast,
lunch and training materials.

The Lalanobooza Mocktail Competition
today will offer students an alternative to alcohol in social settings as a part of this week’s
events for National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week.
The competition, which will be held from 6
to 8 p.m. in the lobby of Andrews Hall, will
involve recognized student organizations and
residence hall floors.
Each group will submit a non-alcoholic beverage to be sampled by audience members and
judged by a three-member panel composed of
Eastern faculty members.
“The purpose of the event is to give students
an alternative to drinking alcohol in social settings,” said Eric Davidson, the assistant director
for Health Education and Promotion. “We want
to give students non-alcoholic options if they
plan on throwing a party.”
According to Davidson, between 10 and 13
groups will participate in the event. Local radio
station 92.1 FM, “The Party” will broadcast live
from the competition.
The winning “mocktail” will then be entered
at the National Bacchus Assembly in
November.
Immediately following the Mocktail
Competition, the University Police Department
will conduct “DUI: Can You Beat It?”
This program, most recently conducted at
Stevenson Hall, offers information on DUI laws
and police procedures involving drinking and
driving.
While representatives from the police department speak to the audience, four previously
chosen students will drink up to five alcoholic
beverages in one hour. The officers will then
conduct breathalyzer and sobriety tests on the
students, to show how impaired they have
become after one hour of drinking.
Two other programs are scheduled for
Tuesday night. “Alcohol and Relationships,” an
event sponsored by the Counseling Center, will
take place at 7 p.m. in the Effingham Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
At the same time Health Service will present
“How to Save Money and Have More Fun while
Drinking” in the Rathskeller, where French
Fraker, associate professor of education psychology guidance, will offer advice on how to
drink responsibly and in moderation.

feel strong

Student Teaching in 1999 - 2000?
If you think you might be student teaching during
the Fall, 1999 or Spring, 2000, YOU MUST ATTEND
one of the meetings, or miss the application deadline, your student teaching will be delayed one year.

Thursday, October 22, 1998 1-3:00p.m.
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union
Tuesday, October 27, 1998 5-7:00p.m.
Grand Ballroom, MLK Union
Thursday, November 19, 1998 6:30 7:30p.m.
Buzzard Hall Auditorium
COMPLETE application packages from this
meeting must be submitted to the Student
Teaching Office by December 1, 1998

(formerly known as Topper’s Pizza)
215 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston

Today only!
No coupon Necessary

$4.99

$9.99

large 1 topping

20 inch 1 topping

have fun

Breadsticks or 5 Chicken Wings

$1.99

with pizza purchase

Ask yourself why should
you go pick up your pizza
when you can have it
delivered for free?

348-5454

Advertise

Classifiedadvertising
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Travel

Sublessors

STAFF needed in small residential sites serving 4-6 residents with developmental disabilities. Monday through
Friday evening and midnight
shifts or weekend shifts available. Flexible scheduling also
available. No experience necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920. E.O.E.
____________________12/14
ABSOLUTE
SPRING
BREAK..."TAKE 2" 2 FREE
TRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES
and...Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Padre! Lowest Prices! Free
Meals, Parties, & Drinks.
**Limited Offer**. 1-800-4267
7
1
0
.
www.sunsplashtours.com
____________________10/23
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
____________________12/14
A Child Welfare Agency offering a rewarding experience for
FT/PT child care staff/CNA's
with initiative to work with children in small group home settings. Great opp. for child care
& special education majors.
Charleston & Mattoon sites
available. Supervisory positions also avail. Paid training.
FT benefits include health, dental, pd. Vacation & 401 K.
Competitive wages $6.80$8.61/hr.
Apply at The
Graywood Foundation 1550
Douglas Dr. Suite 206 or send
resume to P.O. Box 804
Charleston.
____________________10/20
PT assistant activity director
and FT physical therapy coordinator to work with DD adults.
Experience preferred for both
positions. Asst. act. dir. must be
able to work three 3-10 shifts
and two 8 hour shifts; PT
coord. position is evenings and
some weekends. Must be
mature, responsible and organized. Please send resume or
apply at 738 18th St., Chas
E.O.E.
____________________10/28
PAID INTERNSHIP SPRING
$6.50/hr. ART, MUSIC, THEATRE, ENG., RADIO-TV, to
work with high school students.
Pick up application at SSB 11
or on Wednesday 10a.m.-2p.m.
in the Bridge Lounge, Union, at
the I Sing the Body Electric
table.
____________________10/21

Avail/Hiring FT/PT Dev.
Trainers @ $6.80 to $8.61 Hr.
Must be a solid caring indiv.
interested in working with D.D.
adults. We offer paid certification training. Also hiring
Activity Aides, Assistant DT's,
Programmers, $6.30-$7.87 Hr.
Medical, Dental, Life Insur. for
full time. Please apply at 738
18th St., Charleston.
____________________10/30
Caring individuals needed to
work with adults with developmentally disabilities in a group
home setting stressing community integrated living. Now hiring 6-12 M-F Housekeeping
position, FT/PT evenings, and
weekends. Apply in person at
Tull House, 1911 18th St.,
Charleston; 345-3552.
____________________10/23
WORK FROM HOME. Earn
$500-$1500/Mo. PT, or fire your
boss and earn $2000$6000+/Mo. FT. CALL "TOLL
FREE" 1-800-858-2561.
____________________10/23
Immediate opening. Screen
Printer with experience. Call
348-0100.
____________________10/26
Female to work Friday and/or
Saturday night midnight to eight
shift in a group home for individuals with developmental disabilities. May be able to pick
up additional hours if desired.
Requires H.S. diploma of GED.
Call 345-2922 or apply in person at 910 17th street in
Charleston.
____________________10/27
Arcola-We have a 16 bed
group home for developmentally disabled adults, as well as a
CILA with five residents. We
are looking for dependable,
creative staff to fill the following
positions. 6a.m.-2 cook/hab
aide, 4p.m.-12 hab aide, weekend mid-8, 3p.m.-9 and 4p.m.-8
hab aide. F/T/ and P/T hours
available. Apply at 106 E. 2nd
South St. between 9-11a.m. or
5-7p.m. M-F.
____________________10/28
Zorba's Now Hiring wait staff
and
Delivery
Drivers.
Experience a plus. Apply at
Zorba's in the square.
____________________10/23
$1250 FUNDRAISER. Credit
Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen
other groups doing it, now it's
your turn. One week is all it
takes. NO gimmicks. NO
tricks, NO obligation. Call for
information today. 1-800-9320528. www.ocmconcepts.com
____________________10/20

SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOW!
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazaltan, &
S. Padre.
Best Prices
Guaranteed 14 Free Meals &
Free Parties. Campus sales
reps wanted. Earn free trips &
cash.
1.800.SURFS.UP.
www.studentexpress.com.
____________________11/13
Spring Break '99. Cancun,
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from
$399. Sell 15 and travel from
lowest prices guaranteed info
call 800-446-8355. www.sunbreaks.com.
_____________________11/2

2 Sublessors needed: male or
female. Available: Nov. 1 or
for Spring Semester. 4 bedrooms own bedrooms $170 a
month. Low utilities. Call Tina
@ 345-5412, leave message.
_____________________11/2
Sublessor needed for Spring
Semester. One bedroom apartment, utilities included. NICE!
Call 345-4361.
____________________10/22
Spring 1999: Sublessor(s)
needed for 3 bedroom apartment. $165/month. Close to
campus. 348-3852.
____________________11/13
Sublessor needed. 2 bedroom
apartment. $240/month. Trash
included. Close to campus.
348-3369.
____________________10/21
Roommate needed Spring '99.
Own room $150, heat and
water included. Call 345-3779,
leave message.
____________________10/22
2 Female sublessors needed
for cute townhouse apartment.
Spring '99. Lost parking
$215/month. Call Brenna/Sara
345-8869.
____________________10/23
Sublessor needed immediately
for a 2 BDR Apt. Living room
furnished,
own
BDR,
washer/dryer, free garbage,
and parking. Must like pets!
Great location. Call or leave
message at 345-4381.
____________________10/23
One bedroom apt. available
Dec '98. Rent negotiable. 3481290.
____________________10/20
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Classified Ad Form
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Address: _________________________________

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
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For Rent
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
____________________12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom. Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
____________________12/14
SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST. 348-7746.
____________________12/14
Large 2 Bedroom apartment.
Water and Trash included. Off
street parking. $425 per
month. 345-3554.
____________________10/30
SPRING 1999; NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY
FURNISHED.
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. 3451284.
____________________10/20

Sublessors
2 bedroom apartment. Trash
and cable included. Rent
negotiable. Close to campus.
348-8735.
____________________10/22
Sublessor needed for 2
Bedroom Apt. across from
Carman. Start January. Heat
Paid. (345-6180).
____________________10/28
Sublessor needed for one bedroom apartment with balcony,
close to campus. Trash included. Available now or Spring
Semester. 345-4866.
____________________10/21
Two female sublessors needed
to share one large room in Big
house. Spring 99 or ASAP.
$230 a month all utilize included SO CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
Call Emily or Becky at 3455692.
____________________10/21

Lost & Found
Lost: A pair of eye glasses in
gray case. If found contact
Omega @ 8192.
____________________10/20

For Sale
MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/
____________________12/14
5 pc. Pearl drumset, Cardinal
red with 70's Slingerland snare.
Comes with boom and snare
stands and bass drum pedal.
Call 345-9366, ask for Jake.
____________________10/22
Loft for sale. Good condition, 1
yr. old 75$. Call 345-9536.
____________________10/27
It pays to advertise int he Daily
Eastern News. Make your way
to Buzzard Building to place
your ads today.
___________________OO/HA

Personals
If you have our underwear
please return them . Cash
reward offered. THE 12-PACK.
____________________10/20
The 12 PACK is now taking
donations for the UNDERWEAR FUND.
____________________10/20
Julie Williams of SIGMA
KAPPA, Congrats to the best
L'il Sis on becoming the new
Delt sweetheart. Love, Sara.
____________________10/20
To the men of Delta Chi-Thank
you for a wonderful time at
Homecoming and for the beautiful roses, I am so honored to
be your sweetheart. I'm proud
to represent the best fraternity
on campus! Have a great week
and I'll see you soon! Love,
Lindsay.
____________________10/20

Personals
To the brothers of Phi Sigma Pi,
Thanks for all you help during
Homecoming Week! It was
awesome teaming up with you!
From the brothers of Delta
Sigma Pi.
____________________10/20
Hey, Misty Williams, Aronda
Spearman, and Jeannine
Woods, we love you. Thank
you for all your time and effort
with stepshow.
Love,
D.S.X.T.A.S.Y.
____________________10/20
Congratulations D.S.X.T.A.S.Y.
on a job well done in our first
stepshow. Congrats also to
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Beta Phi
Pi, and Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity. Good Job Let's
Continue the unity. Love
D.S.X.TA.S.Y.
____________________10/20

CampusClips
IFC. Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in the
Union. Executive meeting at 5 p.m.
PHI SIGMA PI. No regular meeting. Executive board and committee chairs must meet at 7 p.m. with the chapter consultant in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union. Pledge executive board
and committee chairs must meet with consultant at 8:15 p.m.
COUNSELING CENTER. Life skills workshop Wednesday, Oct. 21
at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room in the Union. "Breaking
Off A Relationship" presented by Linda Anderson, Counseling
Center. Workshop will teach you how to end a relationship with
your sanity and dignity intact.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY. Meeting today at 2 p.m. in Room 109 in
Coleman Hall.
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL HONORARY. Meeting today at 5
p.m. in the Thomas Hall basement. All NRHH members should
attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Knights of Columbus meeting
today at 9 p.m. in the Schahrer Room in the Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass today at 12:05 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
EIU CONSTRUCTION CLUB. Meeting today at 5 p.m. in Room
124 in Klehm Hall.
CIRCLE K. Meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Martinsville Room in the
Union. Come and help decide what projects should be done.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
POWER. Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Mezzanine Room (above
check cashing) in the Union. New executive board nominees, Tshirt designs and CADV planning.
BAPTIST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES. Dollar dinner and guest
speaker today at 6 p.m. in the University Baptist Education
Building. Please come support our guest speaker. For more information please contact Doug at 348-6779 or Kevin at 581-7000.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN.
Clips may be edited for available space.

· Senate, represe~_~tative
candidates to debate

. lnlemaboaal Propams and lbc
Associalion of~ Sblldenl5.
There i$ no'COSt to lllcod lhe event.
which is open to lhe public.
• By Mepn McttWion. Staff writer

c..tty inittad

By Joe Sanner

Sbip . . wllliBS

to........._Tea

Sludent QO't!!!l!!!!!!l ecilof

Seven hi~y black greek Jeaen:d
organizatioos COOipded in the third annuMembers of the campus community
31 Hcnecoming Step Show this weekend
and 01arleston residents Tuesday will
The winner in the fr.uemity divi'iion
have the OWonwllty to meet and mmgle
wa.~ Beta Phi Pi and the winner in the
with Eastern's international student, ar
. \Orori~ division was Zeta Phi Beta.
the monthly International Tea.
Other panictpanu; in the competition
The International Tea will be held
.mcluded: AI~ Phi AI~. Delta Sigma
from 2 to 4 p.m. Tues$y at the Weslc)
Theta. Kappa AI pita Psi. Phi Bela Sigma
Foundation. lclCaled on Fqj,Jrth Stn."CC
and Sigma Gamma Rho.
ac~s from LawJ~C.m Hall.
The theme for th-e. year' s ilO\\ wlh
"The lntemauonal Te-.1 is asocial
"Sh!p Show ' 98: the AL.;tory. the Culture.
event and we enccmmge Interaction
the An:·
between American stu&!nts. staff. faculti
and Charleston residents," said Marilyn
Thomas. coordinator of fntemational
AdJ!li~ion and Suppon Services.
Booth Library will hold it! annual out·
The International Tea is an informal
door Fall Book Sale ftom 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
event, Thomas said. People who attend
will have tbe opportUnity to meet intenla- Wednesday on lhe west side of the library.
11'IC book sale will offer hardcover ·
tional $tUdcnts and fmd out ;t.bout their
. ~Daf' boch in the United States and books for Sl, paperback books fo~ 50
cenLt;. ~.iRe$ for 10 cents and "fill a
zfn theirhofne counl(ies. .
~faa" of ~.tar fiction books for $2. The
&stern's lnlemi!ional Program cursale will also have videos, albums nnd an
• J:e!ltiY bas 141 students enrtlUed frQrrl 41
books for viuious prices.
different countries. Thomas said. Many
of these StUdents will be anend.ing the tea
"Nonnally we only have one book
and are willing to talk to people interestsaJe during National Library Week, but"'
ed in hearing about their experiences.
since we will be moving ow in May for
Thomas said tbe fntanaliooal
the smovation. we· re having two sales
Program trid to hold an International ThaJ this year," said Ann Brownson. reference
librnrian.
..
on a monlhly basis.
The lntemationaJ Tea is sponsored by
Proceeds from lhe book sale will go,
the Homemakers Extension ASsociation.
toward the Memorial Library Gift Fund.

The Student ~"Jlatc tonight will ~'iOr
a forum for candidat~ for swc repre'iellta- !\C(' IOi:! a_.. stale senalOF.
tiveofthe 106th Di<.uict and Sl:lle :.enator of
Candidates will each ha' e the opponunithe 5Jrd D l\tnCl.
1) to gl\e fhe-minutc op:nmg -.uu.emeot'
The ddxnc-\lyle forum "'ill begin at op.m. belore the) ~ .quesu,lllel1 h) a group of
paneIJ-.1\.
in Uk: Colcmun Hall Auditorium Room 120.
Republicun c<tndidme Dale Righter of
me panel will con..i-.t ol " n.·p~tath e
Mattoon Md l.)cJnocrJII~ candidate Carolyn trom the poliucal ''Cit'llCC d~" •rtment. a repBrowp Hodge of Pari-. arc both ~'!!king the n::~ntutive fll)fll th\! Dail ·.a,tl!m New-.
poSition of M:lll' n:pre.,.,•ntauw ~rthe I06U1 and Student senatl.! roornl:'ll. ' leh!>SU Ginen.
District und will pat1icipate in the.,forum.
f..ach l-andidale w•ll !!'' . . u three-minute
Righter il> the current :.tate rcpr~mati"c.
n:~pon..c to questio~ a.,~ by the panel. a.'
Republican candidute Jud) Myer-. of ~dl a' a Ofk!·minute rebuttal to n:-.ponsc<-

Ubrary holding bOok sale

~

Kristin, Happy Blr1tdyl Ywre

Jean

McKeown

and

Jen

an awesome new member ec» GalloYitctt of ASA- Thanks fo'r
cator. Sigma Love, The New doing a super job with
Members.
~-----....,. 10r'20
Jac:lc and the Beanatalld Way to
go ASrs and Delta Sigs on win-

ning the float competition. Our
hard work cld pay off.
•
=:--:-::--:-:--:--=-10120
The ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau ·
would llke,.to congratulate the
women of Sigma Sigma Sigma
and the men of Lambda Chi
Alpha on winning overa1 spirit
lor Homecoming.

=-~~-~-~10120

Porch,

Llza,

Men~

,and

Homecoming! All yoyr hard
work has toJatty paid off! Love;
your Alpha Sistenl.
10120
MON: Happy 22nd Bir1hdey,
Let's make this one counU
LOVE AJI and Theis.
'
10r'20
Nicole Kubek of ASA- Congrats
on being, named peat! of the
weeki Keep up the hard world
Love. The f\ubies.

---------------~10120
Nuts and bOlls. Nuts and boll&.
Need I say more?

Steve: Thank ~ou ~ ir'you ' -------~--~~-1~
hard w01tt and <fedlc8llonl You To the men of Simga Nu-

did

a fantastic job with
Homecoming! Love. the.Laales
of Tri-Sigma.

10120

li::-o- lhe
-men
- -of
- Lambda
- - Chi
Alpha- ThanQ lor a great

Homecon'illg!l You guys rocld
Love. the ladies of Tri-Sigma..
~-~~---10r'20

GimmeanRI

GimmeWIOI

Thanks
lor
_making
Homecoming so much fun! We
had a great time! We alsO
appreciate Ill you hard WOfl( put
In during the week's events and
the ttoatl Love. the Ladles ol
ASA.
•

----------~~10120

CongratulationS 10 Jenn Eagan
of Alpha Gamma Della on get·
ling Sigma PI Sweetheart!
l.cM, you~~.

GlmmeaWI
Row! Row! ·Row!

10120
· Sa-rah-Ska--ta---of~Oelta~ Zeta,
Congnda on gelling ............,
to • 8uddey of Delta Sigma
PhR t.ov.. Jen

1CWO .

ozllZirNi•-.....
..m,.t;;;,.,~~iiiiaOiaIf lui*

-"'l..lft4lllllf61g.... .....
your ...... proud.

:--~-----10r'20
Jen Bourg, Marltu Zofna,
Stephanie
FrMf, Mldcele
Gillie. Wid Jolyn Daughlefy of
ASA- you cld a Q1M1 job on the
1988 llomeoomlllg Committee!

Love, your--..

1CWO

11=-o-=tt.~,.,-of~Delta:::--li~au-Della-

Thank you for WI IIUIOIM

P"JUd ·a.
,., ....._.. You.,.
..
111&1111 "" 10

tD

.......
U¥1, ....
_...._______
1MO

-----------------~1~
Ccqrllel
to ~ ANd of
Della Z.. on becOI••IG Della
Cttl. uiii!Ntt.
...:.....--=--::------10r'20
Deb fnd C>Z's stMinQ a new

tredlllon. Congnda on NCOfld
p!ece In Homecomilg.

------~-----~1CWO

Sigma P.l'a. Thank you tor suctt
a wondlftul fiiCtlls on Salunlay.
I'm looldr1g torWMI to a grell
..,
.... r. t.ov.. Jenny. 1CWO
_____________

RyM-

NuiiWid bbllll

Nulla bollll
-------~~~~~

~t,

Penol... .
Ginger,

Darwille and Democratic candidate Don
Roe)Ch, who are \')'ing for the p<JSilioa of
state !loei'WOr of lhe 53rd Disuict, also will
hi: pre!~Cflt at tht forum. Myer; i~ curreotJy

Faculty Senate to ·review Fall Forum
By Lauren Kraft
Stall wnter
The Faculty Senate roday will evaluate
campus community feedback regarding last

week's Faculty Senate Pall F()Nm.
The meeting will be .held at '2 p.m. in the
BOG Room of Booth Library.
About .50 administralors. faculty n\emben and students met and discussed the
importance of an Easlem educalioo at the
forum and the ouu:omes will be tbe main
topic of discussioo for the senate.
"The main thing we will be doing wiU be
an evaluation of Fall Forum and wheJ.hcr
thete are any action.'l we want to lake ~
on what we learned." said Senate Chair

~

Amy, and

Hmle. Thanks for the cookies,
they we're great NefKI help
cwer again, ¥OtJ got lt. Love,
Jim.1

Congrals
.......,.._ t_o__
BII_I_Buckley
-,-ol·10120
Delta
Sigma Phi on getting lavallered
10 Sara Skala of Delta Zeta!
Hope You liked you swlmll

----------------1~

Jarne'l1idwell
1idwell said iaems may be placed on a
future agenda lf there is reason to discuss it
funher.
Topics such as shaJ'ed governance were
broached (at the forum) and agreement with
shared governance is a continuing concern.
"Based on whal we learn. discussing the
good things and the bad things. (we Will see)
what action we w3nt. to take... Tidwell said.
Othe1: items on tbe agenda are the
Eastern supplementary funcing in the fall
veto session, an update regarding the
Council on Univmity Planning and Budget
meeting on Friday. the campus master plan
visual planning exercise and Eastern's
8oaJ;d of Trustees meeting Monday.

.. •. .. P8riOnlls
STEVE GOE8E of Sigma PiHow 'bout them spirit polnta?
Love, you sailbOat ~·
----_:...._ _ _1~
LAMBDA
CHIS·
Congratulations on winning
Homecoming! I am so proud of
you guys! You deserve it!
Love, Sarah.

~----------~-t<WO

The Cold Care &ation In the
Heallh Sefvice ofllrs selr-analy·
sislsell-help tor cold care.

----------------1~
Need
Cash. We buy used
CO's, cassettes, and video
games. Sound Source Music.
258-8919.
1211.
Stix_
"_is_acceptlng
_ _ _lu
_ nch
__
and
din-

Sigmas and chops-Congrats on
Homecoming overall d\ampi·
oos. Wow·we're awesomell
Love. the sailbOat.

ner reservations for Parent's
Weekend October 30th and
31st. Call between 9a.m.·5p.m.
345-7849.

Tri Sigma congratulates all
organlzarions for their ,oreal
Announcements
Panther spirit last week.
Homecoming's over. but iers
keep it alivell
, A majOrity of college students
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1<WO do not binge drink.

10,000
STUDENTS-10.000
COSTUMES!
RESERVE
YOUR FAVORITE BEFORE
SOMEONE ELSE DOES!
GRAND BAU COSTUMES.
609 SIXTH, 3-45-2617.

Delta Zeta. Delta Tau we are
going to Win it all Homecoming
'991

.............................._ 1Mro

10120

----------------1~

----------------1~

________________

,~

GREEK WEEJ< AU. SEMEsTER AT DALE BAYLES ON
CAMPUSU Come in Dee Zees
and Defts and get 2o% off all
Clothing this week. Monday thru
Friday. · Only at Dale BayleS on
Campus.
•
•
~--~--~---10120

OctOber Special! Buy package
0( 6 or more tans & get 2 free
tans. tropl Tan. 3o48-8263.
Expi{es 10..31-!18.

~~--~-----10120

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!
TOKENS ANNOUNCES A 10%
REDUCTION ON ALL INSTOCK MERCHANDISE FOR
THE DURATION OF FALL:
SEMESTER. FOR THE BEST
SElECTION & BEST SERVICE
AlWAYS SHOP AT TOKENS!
.............................._1~
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Illinois State jumps ahead of Eastern in poll
If it’s any consolation for Eastern
coach Bob Spoo, his team wasn’t
the only one to take a hard hit in this
week’s USA TODAY / ESPN I-AA
poll.
While the Panthers dropped to
from No. 14 to No. 21, Eastern
Kentucky (3-3) dropped out of the
poll from its previous spot at No.
17. Murray State
(5-2) is the only
Ohio Valley Conference team to
move up this
week, going from
No. 19 to No. 12.
Football
Apparently Illnotebook
inois State’s win
over Eastern on Saturday impressed
the pollsters – the 5-1 Redbirds are
now ahead of the Panthers with their
No. 19 ranking. The Redbirds’ instate Gateway Conference rival
Western Illinois (6-1) is No. 3.

Mike Simpson who?
Eastern quarterback Anthony
Buich is doing his best to make
Simpson’s 68.3 pass completion
percentage from last year a faint
memory.
The sophomore transfer from the
College of San Mateo, who didn’t
earn the starting job until three
games into the season is currently
71-for-110 – which translates into
64.5 percent.
However, that’s second-best in
the
OVC,
behind
Middle
Tennessee’s Wes Counts, who has
completed 67.5 percent of his passes.
Buich went 20-for-28 for 230
yards, two touchdowns and an interception against Illinois State, which

USA Today/ESPN
1-AA College Poll
ranking

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

team

record

Georgia Southern
Hampton
Western Illinois
Northwestern St.
McNeese State
William & Mary
Appalachian State
Florida A & M
Delaware
Connecticut
Youngstown State
Murray State*
Western Kentucky
Southern
South Florida
Troy State
Weber State
Hofstra
Illinois State
Villanova
Eastern Illinois*
Northeastern
Massachusetts
Montana State
Cal St. Northridge

previous

7-0
6-0
6-1
5-1
5-1
6-1
5-1
6-1
5-2
5-1
4-2
5-2
4-2
5-2
5-1
4-2
5-2
4-2
5-1
3-3
4-2
5-2
4-2
4-2
4-2

2
4
5
8
1
6
3
9
11
15
7
19
21
24
12
10
13
23
NR
22
14
NR
20
18
16

* denotes OVC schools

puts him fourth in the conference in
pass efficiency with a rating of
140.5. Eastern Kentucky’s Jon
Denton leads with a 156.0 rating.

The golden foot
After only making 10-of-28 field
goals in his first two seasons, junior
kicker Chad Larner is 7-of-9 this
season and is the OVC’s leading
kicker.
Against Illinois State, Larner
kicked a career-best 48-yard field
goal to give Eastern its only lead of
the game in the third quarter. It’s
also the longest field goal in the

OVC this season.
Larner’s 1.17 field goals per
game put him in a tie for 16th place
in Division I-AA.

No home field advantage
Apparently, it is not Eastern
Kentucky’s year. The Colonels (3-3,
1-2) dropped its second conference
game in a row at home, this time a
28-21 loss to Murray State. It’s the
first time that’s ever happened in
Eastern’s 29 years at Roy Kidd
Stadium.
The last time the Colonels lost
back-to-back conference games was
in 1966 at Hanger Stadium.
Murray State jumped out to a 210 first quarter lead and cruised the
rest of the way.
The Racers are now 3-1 in the
OVC and tied with Middle
Tennessee in second place.
The Colonels will try to stop
their slide Saturday with a road
game against Tennessee Tech.

What a margin
The Panthers continue their
dominance of the turnover battle in
the conference, even though a Justin
Lynch fumble late in Saturday’s
game proved to be the difference.
Eastern has a +1.17 turnover
margin; Eastern Kentucky is in second with a +0.83.
Keeping with consistency,
Tennessee-Martin’s –1.67 turnover
margin is last in the conference, as
the Skyhawks are at the bottom of
many of the other statistical categories.
■ compiled by Chad Merda

Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Senior Justin Lynch catches a pass in Eastern’s 36-22 loss on Saturday to
Illinois State.

Tyson will return to ring Bear rookies came up big
LAS VEGAS (AP) – Mike Tyson won the
biggest split decision of his life. Now, with the
help of a certain former basketball player, he
could be back in the ring before the year ends.
“I’m just happy I won,’’ Tyson said after the
Nevada Athletic Commission voted 4-1
Monday to return the license it revoked when
he bit Evander Holyfield’s ears 15 months ago.
With Magic Johnson and Muhammad Ali
backing him up, Tyson seemed near tears upon
learning he would be allowed to return from
his boxing exile.
He promised to put his life in order as he
prepares to return to the sport he loves and the
heavyweight division he once terrorized.
When he does, Johnson says he will replace
the spiky-haired Don King as Tyson’s new promoter and help guide the career and troubled
personal life of the 32-year-old former heavyweight champion.
“I’ll be the closest guy to him, making all
the decisions,’’ Johnson said.

The first decision will be when Tyson fights
again. He could box at a Las Vegas casino as
early as Dec. 5, although Johnson said it will
not be against a top opponent.
“We’re going to be bringing Mike along
very slowly,’’ Johnson said.
“Don’t be looking for him to be fighting
these champions.’’
It was a contrite and thoroughly humbled
Tyson who appeared before the commission
Monday in a repeat of a hearing a month ago
that went on for six hours before commissioners ordered psychological tests for Tyson
before making a decision.
This time, though, it was a far different
atmosphere as Tyson sat with his wife, Monica,
and lawyer, Jim Jimmerson before the fivemember panel.
Gone were other attorneys who presented
the case in the first meeting and adviser Shelly
Finkel, who irritated the commission by trying
to get licensed in New Jersey in August.

EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP
PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL SETTINGS
“ETIQUETTE, DINING & NETWORKING EVENTS”
Will cover topics on:
* Social

Networking Etiquette
*Interview Process During a Meal

TODAY
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Charleston/Mattoon Room - Union
Sponsered by Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu

LAKE FOREST (AP) – It wasn’t too
long ago - just last week, in fact - that
Chicago Bears coach Dave Wannstedt was
explaining yet again why his prized rookies
were making mistakes. Well, well, well,
look at the new kids now.
Curtis Enis and Alonzo Mayes came up
big on the game-winning drive Sunday,
putting the Bears in position for Jeff
Jaeger’s field goal. The 13-12 victory over
Dallas was just Chicago’s second this season.
“For Alonzo Mayes, it was his best
game of the year and it came at a real critical time,’’ Wannstedt said Monday. “The
pressure was on and he responded and that
was good.
“This win pulled some of the rookies
in,’’ Wannstedt added.
“Enis was a contributor in the win,
Mayes was a contributor in the win. It’ll
pull the guys a little bit closer together.’’
The Bears have been waiting for weeks

for Enis and Mayes to live up to their hype.
Enis, the fifth overall pick in the draft, was
still starting behind Edgar Bennett, and
when Wannstedt announced he was altering the rotation, it almost sounded like Enis
was being demoted.
Mayes had fumbled two of his seven
receptions.
“It sure feels good they have confidence
in me and want me to be a consistent player,’’Mayes said. “It feels good they allowed
me to stay in and keep progressing way I
have been last few weeks.’’
Not only did Wannstedt have confidence in the new guys, he let them have the
ball when it mattered most. Trailing 12-10
with five minutes left, Erik Kramer started
the final drive with a 22-yard pass to
Mayes. Enis followed that with an 11-yard
run.
After an incomplete pass, Kramer again
looked to Mayes, this time connecting for
19 yards to put Chicago at the 29-yard line.

New Releases On
Tues. - Thurs.
12.88 CDs
Gambino Family - Ghetto Organized
Bay Areas - Greatest Hits
Kenny Lattimore - From the Soul of Man
Aerosmith - A Little South of Insanity
Black Sabbath - Reunion
Fatboy Slim - You’ve Come Along Way Baby
Mighty Mighty Bosstones - Live From the Middle East
Reel Big Fish -Why Do Rock So Hard
Jon Spenser Blues Explosion - Acme

Friends
&Co
$2 Import
Bottles

We got wings!
Hot wings only
25¢
each
(dine-in only)
EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.00)

KITCHEN IS OPEN!
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm - friday - saturday 5pm-11pm

The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
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Scoreboard
College Football

College Football

Ohio Valley Conference
Conf.

Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee-Martin

Overall

4-2
5-2
3-3
4-2
3-4
3-3
2-4
0-6

2-0
3-1
3-1
2-1
2-3
1-2
1-3
0-3

Passing leaders
Comp. Att.

Denton, EKU
Murray, TSU
Counts, MTSU
Buich, EIU
Fuente, Murray
Brune, SEMO

69
100
79
71
144
48

123
194
117
110
254
78

TD Rating

10
14
6
6
16
4

156.0
144.8
142.5
140.5
134.9
133.8

Rushing leaders
Carries Yards TD

123
139
75
101
114
71

Kirtsey, MTSU
Lynch, EIU
Crume, EKU
Bivins, Murray
Tillman, TTU
Joyner, UTM

586
566
391
533
417
344

6
3
5
3
5
2

YPG

97.67
94.33
78.20
76.14
69.50
68.80

Gateway Conference
Conf. Overall

Illinois State
Western Illinois
Youngstown State
Indiana State
SW Missouri State
Southern Illinois
Northern Iowa

3-0
3-0
2-1
1-2
1-2
1-3
0-3

6-1
6-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
2-5
3-4

Passing leaders
Glenn, ISU
Helming, UNI
Ryan, YSU
Skornia, SIU
Jensen, SWMS
Sanders, WIU

Comp.

Att.

TD Rating

135
101
38
86
121
58

208
180
66
169
227
128

11
9
3
9
4
5

141.0
138.4
118.3
113.1
106.1
94.3

Rushing leaders
Carries Yards TD

Carpenter, SIU
Stecker, WIU
Brown, YSU
Cason, ISU
Jenkins, UNI
Andredis, YSU

202
148
107
98
106
71

1202
645
534
530
504
398

9
6
6
7
4
2

YPG

171.7
129.0
89.0
88.3
72.0
66.3

USA Today/ESPN
Division I-AA Poll
Ranking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Team

Previous

Georgia Southern (7-0)
Hampton (6-0)
Western Illinois (6-1)
Northwestern State (5-1)
McNeese State (5-1)
William & Mary (6-1)
Appalachian State (5-1)
Florida A & M (6-1)
Delaware (5-2)
Connecticut (5-1)
Youngstown State (4-2)
Murray State* (5-2)
Western Kentucky (4-2)
Southern (5-2)
South Florida (5-1)
Troy State (4-2)
Weber State (5-2)
Hofstra (4-2)
Illinois State (5-1)
Villanova (3-3)
Eastern Illinois (4-2)
Northeastern (5-2)
Massachusetts (4-2)
Montana State (4-2)
Cal St. Northridge (4-2)

2
4
5
8
1
6
3
9
11
15
7
19
21
24
12
10
13
23
NR
22
14
NR
20
18
16

Ranking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Team/Record

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
11
13
14
16
15
12
6
17
18
19
25
20
10
22
24
NR
23

Others receiving votes: Michigan, USC, Air
Force, Kentucky, Marshall, Texas, Wyoming

Player

Friday’s games
Evansville @ Eastern Illinois 3 p.m.
Creighton @ Illinois State
Valparaiso @ Purdue
Arkansas Little-Rock vs. Stephen F. Austin
Southwest Missouri State @ Belmont
Men’s soccer Saturday’s games
Bradley @ Eastern Illinois 1 p.m.
Volleyball Thursday’s games
Southeast Missouri @ EIU 7 p.m.
Tennessee Tech @ Austin Peay
Friday’s games
Morehead State @ Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky @ Murray State
Tennessee State @ Middle Tennessee

Previous

Ohio State (6-0)
UCLA (5-0)
Kansas State (6-0)
Tennessee (5-0)
Florida (6-1)
Florida State (6-1)
Nebraska (6-1)
Wisconsin (7-0)
Penn State (5-1)
Texas A & M (6-1)
Georgia (5-1)
Arkansas (6-0)
West Virginia (4-1)
Oregon (5-1)
Virginia (5-1)
Arizona (6-1)
Colorado (6-1)
Missouri (5-1)
Georgia Tech (5-1)
Notre Dame (4-1)
Virginia Tech (5-1)
Syracuse (4-2)
Tulane (5-0)
Mississippi State (5-1)
Texas Tech (6-1)

Missouri Valley Conference
goalkeeping leaders

Women’s soccer

USA Today/ ESPN
I-A Top 25

Men’s Soccer

Missouri Valley
Conference
Vanderbilt
W. Kentucky
Creighton
SW Missouri
Bradley
Drake
Evansville
Eastern Illinois

2-1-1
2-2-0
1-0-1
1-0-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
0-1-0
0-2-0

GAA
0.66
0.76
0.79
0.96
1.28
1.39
1.53

Mark Modersohn, SW Mo. St.
Tom Zawisian, Creighton
Adam Gross, Bradley
Ryan Waguespack, Eastern Illinois
Mike Fach, Vanderbilt
Brian Perkins, Drake
Chuck Browder, Evansville

Women’s Soccer
Missouri Valley Conference
Evansville
Creighton
Illinois State
Eastern Illinois
SW Missouri St.
Valparaiso
Arkansas L-R

Conf.

Overall

4-0-0
3-1-0
3-1-0
2-1-1
2-3-0
0-4-1
0-6

11-4-2
11-4-0
9-4-1
9-5-1
3-11-1
3-12-1
3-11-0

Scoring leaders
Player

Points

Jessica Powers, Creighton
Jennifer Lembeck, Evansville
Kristina Schoeck, Creighton
Beth Aussin, EIU
Leslie Hawkins, Arkansas Little-Rock
Tracie Strother, EIU
Shelean Roylance, Evansville
Katie Reisbig, Creighton
Lisa Springs, Valparaiso
Amy Koudelka, EIU

Scoring leaders
Player

Points

Overall

9-4-1
9-6-0
9-2-1
9-3-0
9-1-2
6-7-0
4-10-0
10-2-1

Gavin Glinton, Bradley
Jeff Nix, EIU
Chris Loyd, W. Kentucky
Mike Bustos, Creighton
Richard Mulrooney, Creighton
Jason Ferreri, Vanderbilt
Eric Wilson, Drake
Brian Mullan, Creighton
Derrick Perry, EIU

24
23
23
18
15
14
13
12
12

Player
Becky Fieldman, ISU
Maggie Phelan, Creighton
Molly Kearns, Evansville
Jeanine Fredrick, EIU
Colleen Daniels, SW Missouri St.
Amy Cavanaugh, Valparaiso

43
27
20
19
19
17
17
15
15
13

GAA
0.81
0.86
0.90
1.21
1.82
2.10

Assist leaders
Player

Assists

Jessica Powers, Creighton
Beth Aussin, EIU
Kristina Schoeck, Creighton
Leslie Hawkins, Arkansas Little-Rock
Laura Poland, Evansville
Katie Reisbig, Creighton

Ohio Valley Conference
Conf.

Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Murray State
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State

Overall

11-0
8-2
7-2
6-3
6-4
5-6
4-6
2-9
1-8
0-10

16-3
16-7
14-4
12-8
9-11
8-13
11-11
2-16
3-15
2-16

District 6 Rankings

Goalkeeping leaders

Men’s Soccer

Conf.

Volleyball

Men’s Soccer

Upcoming
games

11
9
6
6
6
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8
9.
10.

Louisville
St. Louis
Houston
South Florida
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Southern Mississippi
UNC-Charlotte
Eastern Illinois
Illinois-Chicago

Kills per game
5.25
4.39
3.75
3.65
3.57
3.40
3.36
3.32
3.31
3.27

Lauren Mackey, MO
Krista Haukap, SEMO
Missy Hollenkamp, EIU
Angie Aschoff, SEMO
Lea Beckemeyer, SEMO
Jodie Hemper, UTM
Brandy Best, TTU
Lisa Dissel, TTU
Courtney Bowen, EKU
Carrie Kapfenberg, MTSU

Digs per game leaders
Meredith Ferlic, TTU
Lisa Dissel, TTU
Becky Sowinski, APSU
Jackie Derwort, SEMO
Meleah Cutler, EIU
Kim Blackwell, EIU
Regina Graham, TSU
Lauern Mackey, Morehead
Missy Hollenkamp, EIU
Emily Bell, Morehead

5.15
4.22
4.06
3.96
3.79
3.69
3.67
3.65
3.40
3.36

Blocks per game
Stephanie Busch, TTU
Kelly Smith, MTSU
Sherry Austin, EIU
Angie Aschoff, SEMO
Kim Smith, APSU
Lindsay Pritchard, MTSU
Brandy Best, TTU
Sarah Ernst, Murray
Diane Seng, TTU

1.40
1.30
1.18
1.04
0.87
0.81
0.75
0.72
0.72

Wildcats try to end drought against Buckeyes
EVANSTON (AP) – Is that an echo or
does every coach who tries to prepare for
No. 1 Ohio State say the same thing about
the Buckeyes?
“You, turn on the film and you just go,
Wow! I know I haven’t seen a better football
team,’’ Gary Barnett said Monday as he gets
his Northwestern Wildcats ready to play
Ohio State here on Saturday.
“This is as good a football team as I ever
seen,’’ Barnett said. “It should be a treat to
watch them. It’s going to be a treat to try and

Freshman
from Page 12
since he was six-years-old, on
many occasions this season in
important situations.
“He doesn’t play like a freshman,”
McClements
said.
“Everyday he tries to get better,
and he’s pushed himself right
away.”
The most important part of
Cox’s game is his ability to be
consistent on a daily basis, an

prepare for them.
Northwestern hasn’t beaten the Buckeyes
since 1971, a 14-10 decision at Ohio State.
The Wildcats (2-5 overall, 0-4 Big Ten)
are coming off a 12-6 loss to Michigan, but
Barnett says his players showed more emotion in that game than any he has coached
here in seven seasons.
“I felt we stayed toe-to-toe with those
guys, had ourselves in position to win it,’’
Barnett said.
The coach thinks the team is gathering

attribute not found in a lot of firstyear players McClements said.
“He is a legitimate Division I
soccer player,” McClements said.
“He has been consistent right
away, and that is normally a problem with freshmen.”
Cox said he is more consistent
now than he was at the beginning
of the season, but he wants keep
improving.
“Coming in I was a little
shaky about my skills, and there
are a lot of adjustments to be
made coming to a new school,”
Cox said. “But I have accom-

plished my short-term goal of
being at a school on a scholarship. Now that I have reached
that goal, I want to keep raising
my expectations to getting to the
professional level.”
McClements said it is hard for
underclassmen to come in and
help the team from a leadership
aspect, but Cox has had to take on
that role playing sweeper.
“It is tough for a freshman to
come in and lead,” McClements
said. “You have to gain the
respect, be consistent, and he has
done that.”

“A team like Ohio State and the power
that they have on their offense as well as
defense - you can’t make mistakes in a game
against them,’’ linebacker Barry Gardner,
who leads the Big Ten with 113 tackles, said.
“You got to play solid defense.’’
Wide receiver D’Wayne Bates, who tops
the conference with 49 receptions, faces
Ohio State for the first time.
“I’m looking forward to the challenge.
We got to go in and attack their defense,’’ he
said.

Advantage
from Page 12
some momentum going into an
important conference match against
SEMO later in the week.
But a win may not come easy for
either team.
“We are expecting a hard fought
match on both sides of the net,” Locke
said. “It always is a good match and
we expect nothing more than that.”
For Eastern, recent injuries could
cause lineup problems. With junior

SPRING
BREAK
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momentum from the way it played the last
two weeks - against Michigan and a 26-24
loss at Iowa.
“I expect us to capitalize on that and take
another step forward Saturday, and make this
into one heck of a football game,’’ he said.
The Buckeyes are ranked No. 2 in the
nation in total defense, allowing 227.7 yards
per game.
They are also in the top 20 in passing,
with 281.5 yards, and rushing, with 222.2
yards.
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Tuesday, October 20, 1998 during Alcohol
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Effingham Room, MLK Union
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setter Cari Stuchly already sidelined
with an injury, sophomore setter Gen
Ramos’ shoulder could cause Ralston
to shuffle Eastern’s starting lineup.
“The status of Gen is a little frightening, with us not even having a single setter at full strength,” Ralston
said.
In case Ramos is not able to play in
either match this week, Cutler has
seen some work at setter in practice.
“Meleah might do some setting
against Southern in case we need her
for SEMO,” Ralston said. “She has
been setting in practice, but games are
different from practice.”
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Athletics to reap benefits of new funds
By Tammie Sloup
Staff editor

A fundraising campaign to raise $1.6 million
to upgrade athletic facilities is in place and will
be sponsored by the Panther Club.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs, Monday told the Board of Trustees
funds generated from the ‘Reach for the 21st
Century’ campaign would be used for improvements such as more offices in Lantz
Gymnasium and O'Brien Stadium.
Hencken said he supports the campaign
because the university is ìnot coming back and
asking students for this.
Coaches’offices that will be either renovated
or added are: football, men’s and women’s
track, men’s and women’s soccer, men’s and
women’s golf and baseball, a press release said.

The sports medicine area will be expanded, climate control improved and equipment purchased. The weight room and meeting/video
rooms will match the facilities of Eastern’s
opponents when completed. Other upgrades
under study include the baseball, softball and
indoor track facilities.
O’Brien Stadium renovations will include
improvements in offices, locker rooms, sports
medicine facility, meeting rooms and the weight
room. Construction is anticipated to begin in
January, 1999 with completion in mid-summer,
1999.
The campaign has already generated funds
from the football games at Central Florida and
Northern Illinois University. Eastern received
$140,000 for the game with Central Florida and
$50,000 for the game with Northern, Hencken
said.

Additional funds have been generation from
Pepsi, the Bank of Charleston, Ronchetti
Distribution, Grunloh Construction, the Alumni
Association and MNBA Bank, said John Smith,
assistant athletic director for development. He
said the breakdown is as follows:
■ $318,000 generated from the new Pepsi
contract,
■ $202,000 presented from the Bank of
Charleston, Ronchetti Distributing, Grunloh
Construction and other individuals during
Eastern’s football game against Tennessee Tech,
■ and $100,000 presented during the homecoming game from the Alumni Association and
the MNBA Bank.
Eastern sponsors 22 intercollegiate sports
with 607 student-athletes participating,
Hencken said. And the addition of the womenís
rugby team is “fantastic.”

What an advantage
Spikers trying to remain undefeated at home
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer

With a 9-0 home record so far this season, Eastern has completely turned around
its 1997 record of 5-6 at home. The
Panthers will try to extend their home
unbeaten streak when they take on
intrastate rival Southern Illinois at 7 p.m.
The Salukis come in with a 11-9 overall
record, 6-4 Missouri Valley Conference
record and revenge on their minds.
Eastern came away with a victory in the
only meeting between the two teams last
season, a 3-1 win at Carbondale.
“We beat Southern last year at its place
and I am sure that it was not that happy
about that,” head coach Betty Ralston said.
“Now (the Salukis) will be looking to do
the same to us.”
Not much has changed from last year’s
Southern team, as the Salukis returned four
starters from last season’s squad to add age
and experience to the team.
“They are a very good team,” junior outside hitter Meleah Cutler said. “They have
more experience. They got older while we
are younger, but I know that we can beat
them if we play our game at our level.”
And with this match , the Panthers will
be able to see what level they are at.
Southern is coming off of a four-game loss
to Southeast Missouri, who Eastern will
face on Thursday.
“SEMO beat Southern in four,” Ralston
said. “This will be one of those things that
will give us an idea of where we are at.”
With an important conference match
against SEMO right around the corner and
not much practice time for this match,
Eastern will be concentrating on not forgetting about this non-conference match.
“We think about any team that comes in
here,” Cutler said. “It doesn’t matter if it is
a conference game or not, we take every
game seriously. We care about winning
each game.”
The Panthers could get themselves into
trouble if they do overlook this Saluki team
because both teams have a lot riding on this
match.
For Southern, it is a chance to prove
itself against a top team and an intrastate
rival.
“This could be a significant match for
us,” Saluki head coach Sonya Locke said.
“Should Eastern go in and win the OVC, it
could be considered a significant win for
us.”
For Eastern it is a chance to keep its
home winning streak in tact and pick up
See ADVANTAGE Page 11

He said the athletics department receives at
least one call a week from other universities asking what Eastern does with the program, how
itís funded and what can be done at other universities to put together a similar program.
“I am really pleased we have an agreement
with (the Midwestern Division of the United
States Office of Civil Rights),” Hencken said.
“We have to continue to monitor our efforts and
(ensure) equal opportunities for women.”
The OCR has notified Eastern that the university is in compliance with Title IX, the 1972
law prohibiting sexual discrimination at institutions that receive federal funding.
Currently, 57 percent of the athletic scholarships are given to men and 43 percent are given
to women, Hencken said. He said even though
the ratio is not perfectly balanced, scholarships
have made “giant strides.”

Freshman
raises
his stock
Consistency helps
versatile rookie
into starting lineup
By David Pump
Associate sports editor

Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Sophomore Gen Ramos sets a teammate in the Panther’s win over Tennessee State Friday
night. Eastern is 9-0 at home heading into tonight’s home match against Southern Illinois.

Freshmen on most teams are used to plug
holes and fill gaps for injured players, seeing
minimal playing time, but soccer player Ben
Cox has done the exact opposite.
In a season that has seen coach Tim
McClements go to the bench often due to
injuries to various upperclassmen, Cox has
been one of the constants.
“We talked (Sunday) after the game about
playing a lot of freshmen lately, but he has
been in the line-up
consistently since the
beginning of the season,”
McClements
said.
The versatile rookie out of Omaha, Neb.
has been an instrumental part to the
Panther’s success this
season (10-2-1, 0-2)
playing sweeper and
Ben Cox
midfielder, both positions he said he doesn’t mind playing if the
coach needs him to play there.
“I can only make myself more valuable to
the team,” Cox said. “I like frustrating coach
(McClements) by making him need to decide
what part of my game he wants to utilize.”
Cox’s value was well noted during his
prep days, as he earned all-state honors,
coaches all-state awards, and was an all-conference selection.
Academically Cox was a National Honor
Society member, and he graduated with highest honors.
“I owe a lot of my success to my mom
because she raised me well, but whatever I
do, I do it 100 percent,” he said referring to
his work ethic.
“I was always second fiddle because I was
never a marquee name goal scorer. Instead I
work my butt off, and always want to get better.”
It is that work ethic has made McClements
turn to the freshman, who has played soccer
See FRESHMAN Page 11

